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The California Department of Fish ana Gam 9 is presently
considering a request to the Secretary of Commerce *c regain
management authority cf the California sea lion because of
mortalities and economic loss resulting from interactions
with coastal fishermen. Before the request can be submitted
various costs concerning St at 9 'ranagment have to be studied.
This thesis addresses the cost and effectiveness cf five
activities relating to the interaction between the shark
drift-gill-net fishery in Southern California and sea lions.
The activities discussed are: assessing population levels,
assessing incidertal take, limiting the use of gill-nets by
area and time cf year, estimating the loss of fish and gear
due tc depredation, and estimating the value of an acous-
tical playback device. Where applicable, the cost and
effectiveness of different alternatives within an activity
are ccmpared to provide criteria for evaluation. Each
activity is examined from an economic perspective of what it
mng.it ccst the State cr gill-net-fishery if the activity
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I- IHTRODOCTION
The California Department of Fish ind Gam? (CDF S G) is
presently considering a request to the U.S. Secretary of
Commerce to regain management authority of several species
of marine mammals that occur along the coast of California.
Cf particular interest to the state is the California s ?a
lion (Zalcphus califcrnianus) because of its high mortality
rate resulting from fishery conflicts and the fact that it
is responsible fcr most of the economic loss that the
California fishermen experience as a result of marine mammal
interactions. This request fcr management, however, can
only he mads after ail the economic and social costs
concerning State management have been studied. Such an
analysis fcr all the fisheries in which sea liens interact
is beyond the scope of this thesis. The thesis will only
address the cost and effectiveness of different activities
that the State could implement to manage interactions
between California sea lions and the shark drift-gill-net
fishery operating in Southern California.
The thesis is presented in four major chapters. Chapter
Iwo provides background information on the Marine llanioaal
Protection Act, the Coastal Marine Mammal Program, and the
shark drift-gill-net fishery. It also describes •'the prob-
lems connected with the interaction and presents reasons why
the State is interested in regaining management authority.
Chapter Three looks at the cost and effectiveness associated
with five management activities. Analyses cf the first two
activities, assessing population levels and incidental nake,
compare the costs of different alternatives within each
activity to their effectiveness in achieving the objective
cf the activity. The last three activities, limiting the

use of gill nets by area an d time of year, estimating the
economic loss to fisherman due to depredation, and esti-
mating the value of the acoustical playback ur.it, are
combined in an effort to assess the economical impact of sea
lion/fishery conflicts on the State and the shark gill-set
industry. Chapter Fcur is a sensitivity analysis of the
assumptions made in estimating costs. The final chapter,
conclusions and recommendations, evaluates the study and
irakes recommendations.
The purpose of the thesis is to estimate costs associ-
ated with each of these activities in an effort to provide
cost criteria for decision makers designing an overall
management plan for the California sea lion. It is hoped
that ths thesis will provide useful information for those
individuals so that a cost-effective management plan can be
developed and included in the re turn -of-management packaae




A. flARINE HAHHAI PROTECTION ACT
Frier tc the passags of the Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA) marine mammal protection and conservation was th<=
responsibility of coastal stages, such as Alaska,
California, etc., and international authorities, each as the
International Whaling Commission (IWC) , and the
International Commission of the North Atlantic Fisheries
(ICNAF). Management by seme of these authorities was inef-
fective and, in the late 19 60's, lad to a growing anxiety by
the American, public that certain species and populations of
marine mammals were being depleted or even becoming extinct
as a result of human activity. Of particular interest was
the lack cf control by the IWC in controlling commercial
whaling, the incidental take cf porpoise by the U.S. tuna
purse seine fishery, and the clubbing cf baby harp seals in
the Ncrth Atlantic. I. direct result of this concern was the
passage cf the MMPA ( Public Law 92-522 ) on October 21,
1972. The Act took a strong preservationist ic position
regarding marine mammals.
The primary cbjectivs of the MMPA is to maintain th=
hsalth and stability cf the marine ecosystem and, whenever
consistent with the primary objective, to obtain and main-
tain cptimai sustainable populations of marine mammals (MMPA
Amended, 1981). Optimium sustainable population (OSF) is
defined by the A ct as:
"The number of animals that will result in the maximium
productivity cf the peculation or species, keepina in
mind the carrying capacity of the habitat and the" health
of the sccsyst^m cf which they form a constituent
element" (MMPA, Section 3 (7), 1981).
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Tha Act also establishes a moratorium en the taking of
marine mammals in U.S. waters and/cr the importation of
marine mammals and marine mammal products into the U.S.
Exemptions are granted for the taking of marine mammals hy
certain natives for subsistence, handicraft and clothing.
"Take" is defined in the Act to mean:
"harassrna, hunting, capturing, or killing or attempting
to harass, hunt, capture or kill any marine mammal"
(MHPA, Section 3 (12), 1931).
In additicn to exemptions, the Act also provides for a
waiver of the moratorium in certain situations, the return
cf management authority to individual states, and the
issuance cf permits tc take marine mammals incidental to
fishing operations, for scientific research, and fcr public
display.
The XKEA also created tha Marine Mammal Commission
(MMC)
, a grcup of three individuals appointed by the
President and kncwledgabie in marine ecology and resource
management, and a nine member Committee of Scientific
Advisers, charged with overviewing all U.S. activities
related tc the protection and conservation of marine
mammals. The MMC is responsible for monitoring activities
regarding marine mammals and insuring that th c objectives of
the Act are carried cut.
Another feature cf MM?A is that it directs the
Secretaries cf Ccmaerca and Interior, through the Secretary
cf Stare, tc initiate negotiations for international agree-
ment which fellow the principles of the Act. The Department
cf State is responsible for treaties concerning the protec-
tion and conservation of marine mammals, commercial fishing
operations where marine mammals are taken incidental to the
operation, and the protection of specific land and oceanic




In 1976, the MMPA was amended by Section 404 of the
Fisheries Conservation and Management Act (Public Law
94-265, 13 April) to include within the phrase "waters under
The jurisdiction of the United States" the waters of the
U.S. Fisheries Conservation Zone (FCZ) established by the
Fisheries Conservation and Management Act (FCMA) . This
means that the MMPA new applies to a zone contiguous with
the U.S. territorial sea and extending 200 nautical miles
offshore frcm the coast (the same baseline from which th c
territorial sea is measured) of the U.S. and its territo-
ries, within this zone the U.S. excercises exclusive
fisheries management authority (including marine mammals)
ever all fish resources except highly migratory species,
such as tuna. Under the Act, the U.S. regulates the activ-
ities of domestic and foreign fishing vessels, the resources
cf the continental shelf, and the fishing activity of J.s.
citizens outside the FCZ.
The MMPA was again amended on October 9, 198 1 (Public
Law No 97-58). Major aspects of the revised Act are:
1) Heturn of marine mammal management to the states,
2) Small takes cf marine mammals,
5) Beached and stranded animals,
4) Marking and tagging,
5) Cefir.it icnal changes,
6) Restatement of immediate goal test for tunamen, and
7) Reauthorization.
The first item listed above, return of marine mammal manage-
ment to the state (Section 109)
,
provides a new apprcach cf
returning management authority to the states.
The new approach, designed to alleviate some of the
problems associated with the pre-amendment process, contains
four distinct phases for returning management authority.
The firs* phase rs a state' s request for the return cf
management, submitted to -he Secretary of the appropriate
13

federal agency. This request is essentially a proposal of
wha x the stage's marine mamiai program will be. Section 109
(b) of the amended Act specifies the minimum requirements
for developing an acceptable request. Phase two requires
that the state determine the status of the population with
respect to CSP for the marine mammal species it desires tc
manage. Until the OSP for this species has been determined,
the state is prohibited from allowing any taking of marine
mammals from that stcck. Phase three involves the expansion
of the state's management authority which takes effect after
the state's determinations are final and implemented under
state law and after a cooperative agreement between the
state and necessary federal agencies has been reached. At
that time, the legal responsibility for management passes
from the federal government to the state. The final phase
involves potential federal revocation of the management
authority previo as'., y returned to a state or a state's volun-
tary return of the management back to the federal




The Marine Mammal Protection Act and its amendments
provide management guidelines based on ecosystem principles,
that animals must be managed for their benefit and net for
the benefit of commercial exploitation. This new approach,
far different frcm the fisheries tradition of managing fish
stocks using maximum harvests and average stock sizes, is
now the responsibility of the federal government and exer-
cised thrcugh various coastal marine mammal research
programs. The objective, responsibilities and duties of the
federal Ccastal Marine Mammal Program with jurisdiction over




E. CCASTAL MARINE JUMBAL PROGRAM
The MMPA and the Endangered Species Act (Public Law
93-205, 2£ December 1973) mandate that the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS), U.S. Department cf Commerce, is
responsible for managing populations of pinnipeds (seal? and
sea liens), except walrus, and cetaceans (whales and
dolphins) that occur within 200 miles of territorial claims
cf the United States. These two acts farther put a morato-
rium on the taking cf any marine mammals; by U.S. citizens
unless specifically exempted within the MMPA. Permits tc
take fcr public display, incidental to 5 fishery, or for
research may be issued by the NMFS, but only if a determina-
tion ccncerr.ing the present status of a particular marine
mammal population has been made. Therefore, the primary
objective cf the Coastal Marine Mammal Program at the
Southwest Fisheries Canter (SWFC) , NMFS, is to conduct
research that will er.able assessments to be made for stocks
cf marine mammals that occur off the California ccast.
The status of a irarine mammal copulation has been inter-
preted by the courts to refer to the relationship between
the current population size, :he nr.aximua net productivity
level (MNPL) , and the carrying capacity of the environment or
maximium population level ( K) . Basically, if a population
is abeve MN?L, it is at OS?. If it is belcw MNPL, it should
te ccr.sidered depleted. Unfortunately, estimating these
three population levels is a complicated task including
various problems, such as uncertainty concerning ail the
variables. Considering the many problems associated with an
assessment, determination guidelines in the assessment
procedure were developed that deal with OSP. According tc





1. The increase in population size is slowing ?.:. d the
historical range is occupied, or
2. Population size is not undergoing a persistent
decline and the historical range is occupied.
A population is below OSP when:
1. A decline in population size persists for five
more years, or
2. An increase in population size is geometric, or
3. A population occupies less than 60 percent of hist
ical range.
These criteria allow for a determination of status wi
direct estimates of K and MNPL. The needs of the procedure
are centered around detecting changes in the trend cf popu-
laticn grcwth and on two assumptions. First, this approach
assumes that a population is larger than the HNPL population
when the grcwth rate cf the population starts to slew down.
I* further assumes that when a population is persistently
declining, whether near K cr not, it is not at an optimum
level. Using these guidelines and criteria the basic infor-
mational needs required to assess a population level are:
1) The population growth rate over time,
2) The current distribution cf animals,
3) The historical distribution of animals, and
<4) The number of discrete stocks within the species.
These guidelines, assessment criteria, and informatics
needs are offered to illustrate some cf the many elements
that irust be considered in developing different management
plans for each species of marine mammal. This new approach
cf assessing a population level is the framework used in
estimating costs to assess the population levels of
California sea lions, one of the management activities
addressed herein. Because of this framework other proce-
dures to determine OSP, that require more complicated and
harder-tc-acquir e information, are not discussed.
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C. DESCRIPTION CF THE PROBLEH
The coastal waters of California support a variety cf
fishing operations ircluding: commercial trolling for
salmon, gill-netting for shark and other pelagic fish, round
haul net fishing for anchovy/mackeral , squid and herring,
trawling for ground fish, and pole and line fishing from
sport coats. During the normal operation of these fisheries
conflicts occur between marine mammals and the fishery
resulting in economic loss to the fishermen and marine
mammal mortalities. The H21PA and other legislation mandate
the protection of marine mammals and require the issuance of
permits for the taking of mammals incidental to normal
fishing operations. These permits, issued by the U.S.
Secretary of Commerce, may not be distributed unless the
mortality levels are monitored and -he population levels ar =
known to be at an optimium level. 3elow that level they are
classified as depleted and take cannot be authorized.
Marine mammal/fishery conflicts generally involve two
types of interaction: situations of direct competition for a
foe scarce between fishermen and mammals, and situa
where manuals are taken incidentally or accidentally during
fishing operations. Direct competition causes economic less
to the fishing fleet due to depredation by marine mammals.
Miller el: ai., (1992) estimated an annual fish loss cf
$503,76 and a g^ar loss of $94,930 as a result of this
competition (Table I). The second situation, where mammals
are incidentally caught during fishing operations, is the
major cause cf mortality along the California coast. Marine
mammal mortality caused by fishing activity per year for all
fisheries was estimated in 1980 to be approximately 1800
animals (DeMaster et al. , 1983). About 90 percent of these
deaths were California sea liens with over 1500 estimated
taken by all fisheries (Table II). The shark drift-gill-net
17

fishsry was ths cause of ap proximatly 60 percent of those
mortalities with over 952 (range 678-1277) of the estin>at=d
1560 (range 1235-1834) sea lion mortalities cccuring in the
shark gill-net fishery (DeMaster et al. , 1983). According
to the NMFS, the most pressing problem facing marine mammal
management in California is the incidental take of ssa lien:
in th€ shark gill-net fishery.
TABLE I
Annual Loss of Fish and Gear Due to Depredation
Fish Loss Gear Loss T c t a 1
















Tctal Salmon 3356,300 $22, 580 $378, 880
Party heat
( N 5 n s a lm o n
)
$27,000 $10,730 $37,730
Pacific Herring $57,1 00 $4,550 $61,65
Gill Ket $63,360 $57, 070 $120,43
Tctal All Fisheries 5503,760 $94, 930 $598,690
source : Miller et ai, 'California Marine Mammal




Estimated Mammal Mortalities in Calif. (1980)
Scecies Fishery Number
California sea lien
Commercial Salmon Trolling 303
Klamath River Gill Netting 7*
Ocean Gill Netting 1187
Squid Round Haul Net 10
Ancno vy/M acker ai Round Haul 29
Trawl Fishery 10
Total 1534
Klamath River Gill Net 22*
Ocean Gill Netting 35
Round Haul Nets +?
Ocean Gill Netting 25
Ocean Gill Netting 15





Squid Round Haul Nets 30
California Gr=y Whales
Ocean Gill Netting 3
Large Ealeen Shales
Ocean Gill Netting 1
Total All Mammals 17 57
*
- actual ccunt, no estimate made.
«?
- indicates that mortalities probably occur but no
data are available to support actual estimates.
Source: Miller «£ al. . 'California Marine Mammal
Fisheries Interaction Study, 1979-193 1'
, p. 209
C. SHARK DFIFT-GILL-NET FISHERY
Gill-nets, or set nets as they were called prior to about
1920, are a type of fishing gear where the net hangs verti-
cally in the water eclumn stretched between a buoyant ccrk
line near the surface and a lead line at the bottom. The
net, normally constructed from cotton twine, is suspended by
a series of floats attached to the cork line via extension
19

linas ranging frcm 1 tc 3 fathoms in length (Figure 2.1).
The siz^ of modern day nets varies from 10 to 20 fathorcs in
depth and may reach lengths of up to 1000 fathoms. Mesh
size, measured at the stretched distance from knot tc knot,
ranges from 10 to 20 inches with 14 to 16 inches being
favored in Southern California. Khen fishing, the net
remains attached to the boat at ore end with a buoy and
light at the other end. Occasionally, the boat may release
itself frcm one =nd of the net and reattach a* the other end
if currents start to twist the net and adversely affect ins
fishing ability. Fishing operations are conducted at night
with the net being retreived and set during daylight hours.
The drift-gill- net fishery for shark, expanded rapidly in
the late 1970' s, growing frcm a fleet of 15 in 1977 to a
current level of approximately 200 vessels. One of the
reasons for this growth was the accidental discovery in 1979
that larger mesh (>1C inches) , brought into the fishery to
avoid unwanted fish caught Ly smaller mesh, would catch
swordfish. This new species, not captured wirh the smaller
mesh nets, carried a much higher market price than shark and
trough*: new competition into :he industry. Another reason
was the growing need for additional sources of protein which
expanded the market for shark, especially thresher and
bcnito. This increased competition for limited resources
rekindled the animosity between the gill-net fishery and
other fishing groups, primarily sportboat operators and
harpoon fishermen, who applied pressure on the legislature
to pat an end to all gill-net fishing. Using political
influence and lobbying these interest groups were able no
push thrcuah legislation and place controls on the gill-net
segment of the shark fishery. California Assembly Eili 256U





















required fishermen tc pass a proficiency test before
receiving a permit, set a quota on the number of swordfish
taken using gill-nets as 25 percent of the total in the
harpccn fishery, and required aach permit holder to submit a
log of their activities to the California Department of Pish
and Gam = . The bill also allowed -he Department to plac*
observers aboard gill-net vessels operating under a permit.
The Kapiloff Bill remained in effect until September 14,
1932.
August, 1982, marked the beginning cf mors amendments ti-
the Fish and Game Code due to the passage of Senate Bill
1573, referred tc as the Beverly Bill. This recent legisla-
tion cr.ce again placed restrictions on the shark gill-ret
fishery operating off the Southern California coast, defined
as the area south of Point Arguelio. In addition to the
previous regulations the Beverly Eill introduced several new
requirements, the most significant being limited entry into
the fishery and area closures. Effective April 1, 1964, the
number of drift -gill -net shark and swordfish permits avail-
able are limited to a total of 150 vessels operating south
cf Point Arguelio. Starting in 1933, a total closure is
established of all gill-net fishing operation? between
February 1 and April 30. The bill also defines areas tc be
closed during specific times cf year (Figure 2.2). The
Eeverly Eill remains in effect until January 1, 1933 unless

































E. STATE'S INTEREST IN MANAGING MARINE MAMMALS
The state of California is presently assessing the
different management problems associated with specific
species cf marine mairniais to determine if it should request,
return of management authority from the U.S. Secretary of
Commerce. There are numerous reasons why the State is
requesting return of management authority.
1. The 1981 arasrdments to the MMPA simplify the process
whereby states can request return cf management
au-hcrity. The new streamlined approach new makes it
quicker and easier for coastal states to regain -his
authority
.
2. A desire by coastal states to manage resources within
their boundaries instead of having that authority
divided between the states and the federal govern-
ment,
3. The idea that coastal states are better suited fcr
the administration of the MMPA. Arguments in support
of this i 3ea are that states have mere people in the
field to conduct research, an enforcement network
that can te instantly utilized, and a closer prox-
imity to the problem so that constituents can be
served more rapidly and effectively.
4. A simple permit system can be designed that is less
confusing to the fishing industry, i.e., all permits
would be controlled by the stats.
5. If the state controlled all resources an ecosystems
approach to management can be implemented instead cf
the species approach presently used. Such an
approach could lead to more efficient management
because the authority and regulatory bodies wculd all
rest in ore agency.
24

President Reagan and his administration have expressed a
desire tc reduce responsibility in federal programs that car.
be administrated at the state level. The 196 1 1MP.\ amend-
ments make it easier fcr California to regain management
authority of different marine mammals, specifically the
California sea lion. In order to obtain that authority the
State must evaluate various management activities that might
be implemented tc regulate and monitor the incidental take
cf sea liens in the shark gill- net fishery. Ths purpose of
this thesis is to identify different management activities
available tc the state cf California, estimate the cost cf
implementing these activities given the State's present
bureaucratic structure, and weigh the czsz of each activity
with its effectiveness in an effort to determine which




Ill- COST ESTIMATES OF DIFFER BUT MAKASEHENT ACTIVITIES
The ir.cider.tal take cf California sea lions in the shark
gill-net fishery presents special problems to the State in
devalcpirg an overall management plan. Before such a plan
can he derived, different management: activities specific no
the sea lion and the gill-net fishery mas- b- identified and
studied. This chapter deals with five activities identified
by the National Marine Fisheries Service as being cf primary
importance in developing a management plan. The manage inert
activities tc be investigated are:
1. Assess the population level of California sea liens,
Assess the incidental take of sea liens in the2.
3.
x i s h c rv
Limit the use cf gill-re* s by area ar d rims of y-ar
tc minimize the take of sea lions,
4. Determine the economic loss to the fishery in tarms
or gear ar.d fish due to sea lien depredation, and
5. Estimate the cost cf an acoustical playback unit and
evaluate its effectiveness in de taring sea liens and
harbor seals from gill-nets.
These five activities are divided into three categories so
that similar evaluation criteria can he applied within each
category. The first category deals with assessing the
present population status of the sea lion and determining if
i- is arcve or belcw the maximum net prcductivi-y level
(MNPI) . Ca-egory two involves assessing the incidental take
cf sea lions in the fishery operating in Southern California
{south of Point Arguello). The final category incorporates
the las- three activities and is concerned with assessina
economic losses to the fishing industry due to sea lien
depredation and area closures mandated by legislation.
26

Each category is examined as a separate entity and
comparisons made between the alternatives where applicable.
The purpose of these comparisons is to determine which
alternative is the mcst cost-effective for achieving the
objectives of that category. Costs are estimated frcm the
standpoint cf what it would cost the state cf California or
the shark gill-net fishery, in terms of dollars, to imple-
ment the varioas activities. The categories are presented
based on the order of the activity list and imply no
priority cf importance.
A. CATEGORY I: ASSESSING POPULATION LEVELS
The a a ended MM PA dictates that marine mammal populations
must he at optimum levels before mitigating measures to
reduce lesses to fisherman can be taken. The difficulty is
determining whether cr not the California sea lien is at cr
rear that optimuir level, defined previously to be between
the maximum net productivity level (MNPL) and the maximum
population (K) . In the past, determining the MNPL of
expicited populations was based en a fixed percentage cf K
which was calculated to the pre -exploitation level fre<r
records cf annual harvest and from an estimate of the
current population size. In the case cf the California sea
lion, a ccmplete reccrd of harvests does not exist making
these calculations impossible. A direct estimate cf MNPI is
also net possible because the current population size and
the density dependent mechanisms that regulate the popula-
tion are net known. lo cope with these problems an analysis
procedure, referred to as the dynamic response method (P?. M) ,
was develcped and is presently being tested on California
sea 1 ion s .
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The purpose of the DRM is to determine if population
levels are above or tslow MNPL, a reasonable lower limit to
the CSP. The procedure is based on the dynamic relationship
tetween population levels and recruitment, rates (rates cf
reproduction plus survival into mature adults) shewn in the
production curve of the stock under study. Production
curves are derived from annual pup counts in breeding cele-
ries en various islands off Southern California.
Presumably, MNPL is located at the peak of the production
curve making it necessary to determine only if the present
population level is above or below that point. If the popu-
lation cf a stock is at a level greater than MNPL, the stock
will ccme tc a stable equilibrium under a regulated guc-a
harves A . 3elcw the MNPL, a stock will not equilibrate under
a quota harvest hut will decline away from cr grew -"-cward
the MNPL, depending en the harvest rate, production, and the
population size. A more thorough discussion cf the DRM is
available in DeMastei et a 1
. ,
(1983) .
Dynamic response methodology is discussed because it is
presently the most efficient procedure for assessing present
population levels of the California sea lien. Tc obtain
data necessary fcr this assessment pup counts must be mads
en all the known haulcut areas during the breeding season
along with a survey cf potential haulout regions for signs
cf expanding colonies. The following tables estimate what
it would initially ccst the State to obtain the counts.
The figures shewn in Table III estimate what it would
ccst the State in the first year to send personnel and
equipment tc the different islands to count sea liens pups.
It is assumed that eguipment and v-hicles needed for the
counts are not available in the State's inventory and would
have to be purchased. If the equipment were available,
these costs could be recomputed using their present value
(opportunity cost). These capital investments, shown as
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equipment in the table (excluding gas/oil) , would be
incurred in the first year and in subsequent years only when
the equipment needed replacement. Individual expenses, plus
gas/cil frcm the equipment list, would reoccur each year a
count was conducted. These costs, ar. d capital expenses
discounted ever five years, are discussed in the cost-
ef fectiveness analysis chapter to estimate expenses beyond
the first year.
The estimated expenses shewn in Table III, obtained from
Dr. Douglas DaMaster, Leader, Coastal Marine Mammal Program,
NMFS , = re based on what it cos- his program 10 conduct
similar counts in the past. Transportation costs are esti-
mated using round trip ^ravel for personnel and equipment,
excluding vehicles. Travel to San Clemente and San Nicolas
Islands is conducted aboard a Navy operated aircraft and
costs 372 per person. Vehicle transportation to thes?
islands is aboard a targe chartered to transport large
pi-:;ces of gear. The cost for each vehicle is estimated at
5500. Getting personnel and equipment to San Miguel Island
is estimated to cost $70 - 580 depending en whether an
aircraft or boat are contracted. The least expensive cost
($700) is used in computing these estimates. Transportation
to Santa Barbara Island is estimated at $300 for a charter
boat since no landing areas are available on the island.
This table is the basis for ccst estimates made in the
remaining four tables.
Tables IV through VII estimate what it would cost the
State in the first year to collect sea lion pup ccur.t ir.fcr-
maticn at three different levels of effectiveness. The
three levels are based en what Dr. D<=Master feels are neces-
sary efforts to collect scientifically acceptable data.
Ccs^s shewn in Table IV are tabulated using what Dr.
CeHaster telieves is the minimal effort necessary tc collect
useful information. Table V shows costs based on present
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levels ci study in the ccastal program. The final values,
shown in Tables VI and VII, are estimates of the costs for
ar. enhanced level of effectiveness. Table VI shows cos-.s -.c
conduct a pup mortality study before the main haulout period
in July. The reason for such a study is to obtain 3 better
understanding of how pup births and deaths occur ever the
period of time prior to the main breeding season in July.
Table VII estimates costs similar to Tables IV and V except
that irene replicate counts are made over fourteen days.
There are no additional transportation costs figured for San
Nicolas Island because counts begin en July 1 following the
42 day study on that island. All salaries are based on the
cost cf a seasonal employee hired by the State at the
present rate of 34.53 per hour.
E. CATEGCHY II: ASSESSING THE INCID23TAL TAKE
Assessing the incidental take of California sea lions by
the shark gill -net fishery can be performed in a varie-y cf
waye. Six different methods of collecting information to
estimate take have been identified by the NMFS. These ^~ch-
niquss ar=:
1. Mandatory observer programs en all boats,
2. Mandatory observer programs on a sample of boats,
3. Voluntary observer programs,
4. Voluntary inspection cf catch logs,
5. Dock surveys cf fishermen, and





Estimated Operating Cost par Island
IJJEIVIDDAI EXPENSES S.M.* S.N. S.C. S.E.
Transportation
air (round trie) $700 372 $72 $n/ateat (round trie) 300 flOO
Food (dai-ly) 6 6 6 6
Eccie (daily) 2 2
Seasonal Employes
salary (daily) 36 36 36 36
EQUIPMENT
Eir.cculars 100 100 100 100
Spotting scope 250 250 250 250
Banual counter 10 10 10 10
Data forms 10 10 10 10
Camera and lensis 500 500 500 50
Vehicle **
purchase/main t. n/a 2500 2500 r./a
transportation n/a 500 500 n/a
gas/cil (daily) n/a 5 5 n/a
Wall Tent 600
Total Equipment Ccst 370 3870 3870 870
(per 2 individuals)
Total Eaily Cost 44 44 44 44
(par in dividual)
Transportation 700 144 mu 800
(per 2 individuals)
* S.M.= San Miguel Isl. S.N.= San Nicolas Isl.S.C= San Clements Isl. S.B.= Santa Barbara Isl..
** The vehicle ccst is estimated only as
approximation of possible expenses.
a reasonable
In addition to the island counts an aerial survey
is required to assess the remaining islands for
h a u 1 c u t r eg i o ns
.
Source: Personal interview with Dr. Douglas DeMaster,
Leader. Ccastal Marine Mammal Program, NMFS,




Cos* Estimates Providing Hinimal Effectiveness
>y 3
Work is tc be performed in mid-July.















C o un t e r 20
Forms 20
Camera w/ lenses 500
Vehicle 3000
Total Ground Count: $5,718
2) Aerial survey
Estimated to require 3 hrs.
a" 3250/hr. 2,000
Total Minimum Effort S7,719
The estimated cost to implement each of these techniques
is presented under the assumption that a similar level of
effectiveness is achieved using each method, except for
methcd four as discussed belcw. Analysis of these alterna-

TABLE V
Cost Estiaate Providing Present Effectiveness
Replicate around counts on all four islands requirinq
two employees for seven days on each island plus
aerial surveys of the remaining islands. Mors is to
be performed in July.
























S petting scope 250
Counter 20
Forms 20
Gainer a w/ lenses 500
Vehicles 6030
Wall tent (S. B.Isl.) 600




Estimated to require 4 hrs.
at 5250.0 /hr.
_ 2 f. 2 2
2




Ccst Estimate Providing Enhanced Effectiveness
A pup mortality study on San Miguel and San Nicolas
from.Hay 15 to. July 1, four replicate counts on all
ths islands using ^wo groups of observers for
fourteen .days each island, plus aerial surveys of
the remaining islands. Pup counts are dons in July.









Food S shelter 672
Gas/ lain ts nancs 210
Salaries 3024
Total S'udy $8,273
Continue! in Table VII
tives is conducted assuming a fixed effectiveness,
therefore, ccst of i irple mentation is ths evaluating
criterion. Only substantial costs, such as employee sala-
ries and special expenses are estimated to make comparisons
between the alternatives.
1 • ISiSdatorjj Observers or. All 3oat
s
The original purpose of this method was to place an
observer en at least one fishing trip of ail vessels oper-
ating south of Point Arguello under a shark gill- net permit
between May 1 and August 31. Such an approach is not
possible, however, due to the limited size and generally






i Continuation of Enhanced Effe ctiveness i
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Food 8 ' shelter





























Total Ground Counts $15,180
Total Study and Counts 23,458
3) Aerial surveys
Estimated to take 4 hrs.
at 5 2 50 /hr. 1,000
Total ill Counts S24,458
L i
the fishary. Bedford (1983A) found that out cf eighty-twc
vessels operating under a dual permit (gill-netting and
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harpccning simultaneously) thirty-three (40 percent) could
net accomodate an observer. Using this information and the
fact that the number cf boats allowed to operate in Southern
California under a permit is restricted (150) f the maxiiruir
number cf vessels on which an observer could be placed is
set at ninety. The estimates also assume: 1) -rips average
five days each with a two-day turn around in between, 2)
seasonal employees wculd be trained as observers, 3)
observers make one trip every nine days, and 4) the time
period involved is fcur months (120 days).
Eased on these assumptions a Minimum of 7 observers
(90 teats divided by 13 trips per observer) wculd be
required if an otserver could be placed on a new beat when
the observer was available. Since vessel and observer
availability may not coincide an extra observer is assumed
necessary and sufficient to obtain the desiied number cf
trips. therefore, eight observers are used for computing
cost. Employee travel t o and from the vessel is nor
included nor are other costs, such as data terms and miscel-
laneous equipment which do not fluctuate between the
alternatives compared. Training time is included in the
four months of employment. Per diem, based on the State's
present rate of *18 per day, is included to account for the
time when boats off lead the observer late at night away from
the hemepert or observers have to stay in an area waiting
for a particular boat. Such occasions are estimated to
cccur on half the planned trips or an average of six times
to each observer. A fcod allowance of S15 per day is paid











2- i?=^^s^2£I Observer s en a Sam ple of Be ats
This method is similar to the previous one -xcept
that data is only collected from a representative saircle cf
available vessels. The sample size desired is then the
determinant number fcr computing the required number cf
observers and cost of implementation.
Comjputincj S a mp 1 e Size
The purpose cf computing a sample size is to deter-
mine how many observer trips are required to collect data
that is statistically significant. Sample size is computed
based on data collected by Miller et al.
,
(1982) , who esti-
mated the mean (u) sea lion catch per day to be 0.28 (range
0.08 - 0.48) using a sample (n) of 177 observations. Using
a standard error (e) of 0.1, believed to be the minimal
acceptacle level, the standard deviation (s) is estimated
at:
s = (e) (W)
= (.1) x (\|177 ) = 1.3 3.
The ccefficient cf variation (v) is used as a relative indi-
cator cf precisicn cf the estimate. It is the quotient cf
the standard deviation divided by the mean. Based or this
estimated (s) and a .25 coefficient of variation, the numbe:









n = (19) = approximately 360 daily observations,
Assuming the minimally-acceptable coefficien- of va




n = (9.5) = 90 daily observations.
Obviously, the ccst to achieve the larger sample
size (n=360) should be considerably higher than the cos^ "re
achieve the smaller sample size (n=90). For comparison, the
cos* to collect 360 observation days is estimated for this
section. Assumptions made in the previous section are the
same with "he exception that only six observers are required
tc cciplete the necessary trips (72) . The smaller sample
size is used as a lower bound to estimate cost in the volun-











3 • ^il^i2ia r^ Ob server Prog.ra |3
The difference between this method and the mandatory
programs is that observers only go on vessels where 'hey are
invited fcy the owner. Due to the present regulations on the
gill-net fishery, the belief by fishermen that observers
ultimately lead to mere regulations, and recent court deci-
sions concerning the legality of observers, it is doubtful
whether encugh sample trips could be conducted to obtain a
large enough sample. Assuming ninety daily observations
could previa useful data and that this number would be
invited by the fishermen, costs are estimated as before
using two observers and 18 trips (90 observations / 5 obser-
vations per trip). It is emphasized that 90 ebservatiers
would only provide data of minimally acceptable accuracy and
that it is possible fishermen would not volunteer th^ir
vessels for even this number of trips since they have little









y • Izlll^imi I n spec ti o n of Catch Lo^s
Present legislation mandates that permit holders
operating a aril-net fishing vessel maintain a catch log.
The purpose of the leg is to record catch information, such
as species caught, location, "-.ime, etc. There is also c
place on the log to record marine mammals entangled i]
net. Evidence has shewn that the data recorded on targe-
species, such as thresher shark and swordfish, is fairly
T — •"> =
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accurate tut that sea lion entanglements are not normally
recorded. In fact, cf the 2420 days of fishing Icgg-d
between September 1980 and September 1981 not one sea lien
was recorded as being entangled (Miller et al., 1982, p.
142). Because of this tonal non-compliance by fishermen in
obtaining incidental take data, no estimates of costs tc
review the legs are presented. The inspection of these legs
does net appear to be a viable alternative for obtaining
take information.
5« HQ.ck Survive
Cock surveys are designed to collect catch informa-
tion from fishermen by personal interviews at the docks when
they ciflcad their catch. Unlike catch logs, direct inter-
views are purported to provide fairly accurate information.
In a study cf the salmon trolling fishery, Miller observed
that
:
"Interview data proved that even : hough many
professed openly that they did net trust us or that we
were wasting our and their time, -hey still gave us
valuable and accurate information" Miller et al., 1982,
o . 8 ) .
Assuming this observation remains consistent in the shark
gill-net fishery, dock surveys could prove to be a means cf
collecting data en incidental take.
The foilcwing computations are based en a number cf
assumptions. 1) The period of study is May 1- Auaust 31,
(120 days), 2) Seasonal employees would be trained *c
collect the data, 3) Interviews would be conducted in all
ports where catch is cffloaded. 4) Data probably won't be
collected from all beats but a representative sample can be
obtained. Again, travel costs and miscellaneous expenses
are net included. Per diem is computed as before.
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Bas=d on these assumptions an estimated tour
observers are deemed necessary zo collect the data, cne each











Use of State Vessels to ^cnit or Fishi ::a Operati ons
This final technique involves placing observers on
enforcement vessels operated by the California Department cf
Fish and Game under the supposition that observers wculd ro-
te placed en comuercial fishing vessels. Data or. ta<e is
collected by placing observers en patrol craft, ferrying
them tc a fishing area, and deploying -hem in skiffs to
monitor the retrieval of the gill-nets. The success of this
procedure is dependerf on the presumptions that oatrol beat-
can carry t *c observers in addition to the operating crew,
the teats are equipped with a skiff for one observer,
fishing vessels set their nets in centralized areas
according tc fish concentrations, and the areas and vessels
sampled are representative cf normal fishing operations.
The costs co ir put ed in this method are cased on using
two ctservers for a four months period who ride or. State
vessels when space is available and the beats are operating
in gill-net fishing areas. Therefore, vessel costs are not
included in these totals. The warden assigned to each
vessel as also considered tc be a trained observer, making
three observers available on a vessel. A sample size cf 360
observations is expected requiring one hundred and twenty
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days a* sea. Daily fcod allotments for observers is set at
$15 per day, the same rare as in the commercial flee*. :!c
per diem is included because observer accommodations are
provided en the vessel. An additional cos- of $3,000 is
included to cover the cost of adding a skiff and actcr to
the vessel for a secend observer. Unlike the ether costs
shown below, the $3,000 capital investment is not an annual
expense sc it cannot be added to the others. An annual
amount can be computed, however, if the amount is discounted
over its usefuil life. Assuming a 10 percent disccunt rate,
continuous cash flow, and a five year useful life of both
the skiff and motor, the average annual cost is S754, based
en a present value factor of 3.977 (OMB, 1972). Fuel and
oil for the skiff is estimated at 36.25 p-^r day (5 gallons x
$1.25 per gallon) for 120 days.
Ccst:
Employee salary 5,798
Feed (120 days) 1,800
Per diem
Skiff S motor (discounted) 754
Fuel S oil (additional skiff) 750
Total 9, 102
C. CATEGOBY III - ECONOMIC IMPACT OF SEA LIONS
This final category, made up of the last three activi-
ties presented earlier, deals with estimating the economic
ccst to the State and fishermen as a result of sea lion
interaction. The first activity, limiting the use cf gill-





3 Summary of Costs
I
!
1 1) Mandatory observers - all bears 30,882
i
i 2) Mandatory observers - boat samples 23,443
i 3) Voluntary observers 7,364
| 4) Voluntary inspection of catch logs r./a
i
I 5) Deck surveys 12,028
j 6) Observers en state vessels 9,102
lions, uses the area closures specified in the. Beverly Bill
to estimate the State's cost to enforce the closures and th-
potential losses to the shark gill-net fishery resulting
from closing the areas. These two subacti vit ies , and th?
remaining activities are:
1. Cost to the state to enforce the area closures
mandated ty the Beverly Bill,
2. Economic loss to the fishermen resulting from area
closures
,
3. Eccncmic loss of gear and fish resulting from direct
sea lion interaction, and
4. The value of an acoustical playback device.
1 . State Co st to En for ce Closur
e
The Beverly Eill, as discussed previously, estab-
lished areas of closure to all shark gill-net fishing
operations off Southern California at different times of
year (Figure 2.2). The burden of enforcing these regula-
tions r=?sts with the California Department of Fish and Game
which maintains an enforcement network throughout the State,
Presently, there are four vessels and one aircraft basa<3
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south of Fein* ftiguello used to monitor the closure area*.
The operating cost of these vehicles is used to compute ccs-
estimates tc enforce the closures. Each closure area is
presented separately.
The hourly operating costs for the aircraft and
vessels used in these computations were obtained through
personal communication with Inspector R. Goodrich, CCF 5 G,
Long Eeach Cffics, The hourly rates were estimated based on
the total cost to operate each vessel in 1982 divided by the
total hours of operation. To obtain a more precise estimate
of the vessels' actual cost the salaries of employees aboard
each vessel were subtracted from the hourly rate. These
expenses were cor.sidez -ed to be a sunk cost to the State and
not affected by the closure. Even with this reduction, the
hourly ra^es used are probably mere than actual costs,
making the final cost estimates biased upward.
a. Seasonal Closure: February 1 - April 30
Overall surveillance of the area south of Point
Argueiio is assumed to be conducted by the aircraft, making
two, fcur-hcur flights a week (personal contact with
Inspector Goodrich). If suspected violators are spotted a
patrcl vessel is called out tc investigate. The number of
times each vessel must respond *o a call is unknown, sc a
best estiirate (13) is used (range: 0-26) . This number is
based en the aircraft making 26 flights during the 13 weeks
cf the closure. The cost per trip of each vessel is based
en an average round-trip distance within the vessel's juris-
dicticn, the vessel's cruising speed, and operating cost per
hour. The values used for estimating cost are shown below.
The average number of calls for the vessel Aibacore is
assumed tc be approximately half that of the other vessels
because it is primarily responsible for offshore areas.
U4
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Range: Lew = $13,312 (no vessels used)
High = 37 7,32 1 (number of calls doubled)
t. Closure firea I: Kay 1 - July 3 1
There are two areas designated in this closure.
The first consists of approximately 615 square miles
surrounding San Miguel and Santa Rosa Islands. This area
falls under the jurisdiction of the vessel Yellowtail for
which ail cost estimates are computed. Area two encompasses
approximately 315 square miles surrounding San Nicolas
Island. Vessel ccs~ s to enforce this area are based en the
operational capabilities of the vessel A lb acq re . Aircraft




Albacore Long Beach 150










Fangs: Low = $ 9.984 (no vessels called)
High = $46,553 (number of calls doubled)
c. Closure Area II: 15 July - 14 August
This area covers approximately 1445 square miles
extending along the ccast from Point Mugu south to Dana
Feint and seaward to Santa Barbara and Santa Catalina
Islands. Cost estimates in this area are based on the oper-
ational capabilities of -he vessel ?lariin using an average
round trip distarce cf sixty miles ana four responses to
calls. Aircraft surveillance is estimated at one and a half
hours per day, twice a waek.
Using these estimates, costs are computed as:
Aircraft (12 hrs. j) $128. /hr.) 31,536
Marlir. 3,558
Total $5,094
Range: Low = $1,536 (no vessels called)
High = $8,651 (number cf calls doubled)
d. Closure Area III: 15 August - 30 September
Area three, estimated at approximately 1,035
sguare miles, is alsc divided into two sections. One
section is triangular shaped with its borders running froa
Dana Feint to the south end of Santa Catalina Island to La
Joila. Section two lies along the northeast coast of San
Clements Island extending seaward tan miles. Vessel juris-
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diction in this area is assumed to be split between the
vessels Marl in and Sk ipj ack with the Skipjack having respon-
sibility for the section off San Clemen- e Island and -he
southern half of section one. The average round-trip
distance for the Marlin and Skip jack are estiam~ed at
seventy and one- hundred- twe nty miles respectively. aircraft
surveillance is sstinated at two and one-half hours per day,
twice a week.
^JJiii Homeport Distance SjDgei ccst/hr . £Ca_lis
War 1 in Ventura 70 8.5 5126 6.5
Ski-J jack San Die gc 12 19.0 3 66 6.5
Using these estimates, costs are computed as:




Range: Low = $ 4,160 (no vessels called)
High = 323,059 (number of calls doubled)
Eased on the assumptions and criteria presented,
it is estimated that it would cost the State somewhere
between $28,992 and 1156,594, with a best estimate cf
393,461, to enforce the areas of closure established in -he
Eeveriy Eill. Of th=se costs $23,992 are attributable to
aircraft operations leaving 364,489 (range: - 3126,602) as
the ccst to deploy enforcement vessels (Table IX).
As stated previously, tnese estimates are
believed to be biased upward but it is not known by how
much. In comparison, the CDF 5 G estimated it cost approxi-
mately 347,296 for vessel enforcement operation connect-d




Summary of Closure Costs








I Aircraft + Estimate = $ 93,431
| aircraft High = 5156,594
Vessel
Aircraft Lew Estimate H i Q h
$13,3 12 50 $32,556 364,009
$ 9,984 $0 518,921 33 6,569
$ 1,536 50 3 3,553 5 7,115
$ 4, 1 60 30 3 9,454 313,909
$23,992 JO 364,489 3126,602
months last year (Goodrich, 1983). Six vessels were
involved between April 1 and January 31, 1982. It is net
known, however, how much total time was spent at sea or hew
much each vessel was used- The cost does indicate, however,
that the best estimate computed above appears to be a
reasonable estimate.
2 • Economic Loss to Fi s her m en R esult ina fr o m Closures
The closure areas mandated by the Beverly Bill tock
effect February 1, 1963. Consequently, little information
is available to assess the economic value of fish lost to
the shark gill- net fleet as a result of the closures. In
order to get som= idea of what that the loss might be, upper
and lower bound cost estimates are computed based en two
diverse assumptions about the effects of closing the areas.
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The lower bound, resulting in the minimal amount cf
fish less, assumes that sharks and swordfish sought by the
fishermen are uniformly distributed and that moving to a new
area will net affect the total catch. Arguments can be mads
that overall costs to the fishermen would increase due to
additional running tilts, sore competition in a smaller area,
etc., tut these costs are believed to be insignificant and
are eliminated here. Based on this assumption a lower bound
loss is estimated to be z?rc, using the rationale that fish-
ermen can move to a new location, outside the closure, ana
still catch the same valu= cf fish as they would have caugh-
had the areas not been clcsed.
A*- the opposite end is the upper bound where maximum
fish less occurs. Here the assumption is that sharks and
swordfish concentrate in specific areas and that all catch
not taken due ^.o area closures is non-recoverable and a
direct less to the fishinq fleet. Thus, catch ~aken in
closure areas prior to 1983 constitutes an economic less to
the fishermen that cannct be recovered by fishina elsewher-.
The e~, i illowing computations are based on monthly
catch data for the three target species sought by fishermen;
bonitc shark, thresher shark, and swordfish. All c-her
species are assumed to be incidental and have only a miror
impact on the total catch value. Monthly catch data for
thresher sharks and swordfish in 193 1 was provided by Dennis
Bedford (CD? S G) and is shown in Appendix A. The number of
bonrtc sharks caught during 193 1 is net available so ca-.ch
estimates fcr the species are made based on a ratio cf total
pounds cf bonito landed to total pounds of thresher landed
in 1961 (approxiuately 14 percent).
Catch information for thresher sharks and swordfish
within each closure area is tabulated by superimposing the
closed regicn on each monthly chart and summing the catch in
each regicn. Within each reporting block, catch is assumed
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tc b€ uniform allowing catch estimates for portions of
blocks covered by the closure. For example, if the cicsed
region covers approximately fifty percent of a reporting
block, catch within the closed region is estimated to be
half the total catch cf the block. This procedure produced
the number of species caught within each closed area. The
only data available fcr the seasonal closurs (February 1 -
April 30) south of Pcint Arguellc pertains to thresher
sharks caught in April 1981. Using this data, and -he four-
teen percent ratio fcr bonito sharks, a lower limit for
species caught in the cicsed area is estimated.
Thr eshe r 3.2ILVI.2 Sword fish
Cicsed Area 78 11
Area I 852 123
Area II 1 40 ,:3 16
Area III 31 5 28
11 01 156 4U
The economic value cf this catch is estimated based
en the average dock fries per pound in 1982 and the average





$ .80 {..60-1 .00)
3 .75 (.5 - 1.00)






































Eased on these two assumptions the economic less
fishermen resulting from area closures ;s estimated some
where between $0 and 3138,5 51, assuming an equal intensi
cf fishing regardless of catch.
-• Eccnom i c Loss of Fish and Gear Due to Sea Lien-
Interaction
___________
Sharks and swordfish are the targe": species desi:
by the shark gill net fishermen. Of these, sharks have
been reported or observed as being eaten by sea liens wh
caught in the net. Swordfish depredation, however, has
occurred and is estimated to amount to about 1.2 percent
the total swordfish take in drift-gill-nets, estimated a
approximately 24,000 pounds from December 1980 to Novemb
1981 (Miller ez al. , 1982, p. 149). Based on these fir::?
the approximate loss in 198 1 was 290 pounds. Assuming t
loss is fairly constant and the average price per pound cf
swordfish is thrse dollars, the estimated loss in 1982 is
$870.
In the same srudy, Miller estimated that gear less
averaged about $2.50 per set yielding a total value of T600
for 1980. Assuming a ten percent inflation rate, the less
in 1962 dollars amounts no $726. These results suggest that
the total estimated less in 1982 was approximately $1600.
^ •
_____ 2_ Acq ustica l Playback tinit
The acoustical playback unit is an electronic a-vice
designed to emit a high frequency sound signal capabls of
deterring sea lions from areas where it is played. In
theory, the device cculd be installed on commercial fishing
vessels to keep sea liens away during fishing operations.
At present, the unit is still in nhs developement stags
having met with varying success in field tests. The unit
could, however, fce used in the future to reduce losses if
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the ccs- tc purchase and operate were not prohibitive. Iha-
cost is net known at this time. However, it is doubtful if
the fleet cculi te equipped with the units for less than
$1,600, which is the total estimated loss to fishermen due




Sensitivity analysis is a technique used by decision
analysts tc examine the effects cf changing seme cf the
underlying assumptions or parameters of a particular study.
The technique is applied here to assess the sensitivity of
assumptions and estiirated costs in the various categories to
determine if a decision concerning the effectiveness cf an
activity might b€ altered should certain assumptions be
changed. Each category is addressed separately with a
discussion cf hew the analysis was conducted and the
results.
A. CATEGORY I: ASSESSING POPULATION LEVELS
Ccsts estimated in t he three levels of effectiveness are
cased en the first year operating costs per island (Table
III) , an assjmed number of days and personnel on each
island, and an estimated number cf flight hours at a fixed
rate. These assumptions and estimates are examined to ses
how their fluctuations might influence the final results.
The first step in this analysis is tc identify the costs
in Table III that could make a significant difference if the
-s-riiDatn was found tc be in error. Of these costs, vehicle,
transportation, and equipment are the largest costs with
potentially the greatest impact. The cost for each cf these
units, however, is fixed in all three levels of effective-
ness so that changing them will not make a relative
difference between the alternatives. Therefore, they are
not considered sensitive to the final decision.
C r>

The second part of the analysis deals with looking at
variable rarametsrs within each level and estimating hew
high they would have to go befcre the total cost a 4: that
effectiveness level cculd bs comparable to the next higher
level. No fluctuation is expected in the number of
personnel needed on each of the islands; it is fixed at -wo.
The parameters examined ar 2 days on the island and aerial
survey costs. If the counts required at the minimium effec-
tiveness level were increased to seven, the same number of
days estimated fcr tie median level, the costs would
increase 1330. Even with this rise, and an increase in the
aircraft cost from $250/hr. to $3G0/hr. , the aircraft would
have to fly 22.7 hours before the total cost would compare
to the next higher level. Such an increase seems unlikely.
Using this same approach en the present program effec-
tiveness level similar results occur. If nine days on each
island are required tc obtain replicate counts, costs would
increase $708. The aircraft would then have to fly 36.3
hours at the higher hourly rata before costs would be compa-
rable to the enhanced effectiveness level. At fourteen
days, twice what is expected, costs would increase about
$2478 and would still allow 8.9 hours of flying using the
higher rate. Again, aore than twice what is expected. Such
increases also appear to be unlikely.
This comparative analysis shows that assumptions and
estimates made in computing the costs in this category are
not very sensitive tc the final results. In other words, it
is unlikely that circumstances surrounding each level of
effectiveness would change enough to compare with the next
level o ~-F fr rect iveness. Each level, therefore, is consid-
ered tc te independent of the others and should be judged




E. CATEGORY II: ASSESSING THE INCIDENTAL TAKE
The ccsts shewn in the six different methods of
collecting incidental take data reveal -wo separate group-
ings. At the upper end of the cost scale are the first two
methods, the mandatory placing of observers on all available
boats or on a sample of boats. A- the lever end are the
remaining methods; voluntary observer program, dock surveys,
and observers on State vessels. This grouping will exclude
method four found earlier to be ineffective. This analvsis
examines the two groups.
Costs at the upper end of the scale ars driven primarily
by salary which is a function of the number of observers
needed tc collect data. Total salary under the mandatory
observer method is based on a nine day cycle fo:: trips and
an extra observer to reduce scheduling problems., If these
assumptions are changed to a seven day cycle and no star?
observer, the method could be conducted using six observers.
Under these assunpt ions, the cost would be- comp.i.rable tc the
second method of placing observers en a s^Lvoia of beats.
Costs for the first nethod would still be slightly higher
than costs for the sampling method, however, because the
number of cbservaticr. days would be greater, approximately
455 versus 360.
The cutccme variability shown above makes it difficult
tc separate the two alternatives based solely on cost.
Therefore, ccsts fcr each method are astim; o hi
similar, ranging somewhere between $23,000 and $31,000 for a
large number of observations (360 - 455) .
At the lower end c -f + he scale are costs estimated for
the last three methods. Again, the primary cost is salary
based on the expected number of observers needed to collect
the data.

Ccst estimates fcr the voluntary observer program ?.:3
based on a irinimal sample size of ninety observations.
Essentially, this represents the lower limit of method two,
mandatory observers on a sample of beats. If the sairple
size were increased, i.e. the number of observations
increased, cost would also rise. That cost would increase
to the upper end of the cost scale depending en how many
observations were desired. In actuality, this method could
cost less than estimated because the 90 observations desired
might not t s achieved under a voluntary program.
Dock surveys, shown to cost approximately $12,000, could
range as high as $15,036 and as low as $9,021 depending or.
the ruirber of observers employed. It is felt that at leas;:
three observers are needed to effectively survey the decks.
The final cost estimate, calculated using observer? or.
State vessels, is at the lower end of the scale because
vessel operating costs are not included. The rationale fc:
this is that the observer program is considered a piggy-back
operation and not part of the vessel's primary mission. If
this assumption was ignored and the vessels were used for
120 observation days, the cost to the State would be well
ever the highest amount estimated in this category. In
fact, it would cost approximately three to four times as
much to collect 360 observations using State vessels as it
would using a mandatory observer program if the cost to
operate the vessels were included. Costs are estimated
based on the vessel operating rates shown in category three.
The analysis of placing observers on commercial vessels
reveals that the area most sensitive to cost centers around
the number of observations needed to collect useful data.
This factor drivss the number of observers required to
collect the data which in turn drives cost. Graphing these
results shows that there is a near-linear relationship
between the desired number of observations collected bv

observers aboard commercial vessels and cost. Thus, sample
size irust first te determined before cos- can be assessed.
Figure U.1 shows this relationship and can be used tc esti-




Figure 4.1 Cost vs Number of Observations.
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C. CATEGORY III: ECONOMIC IMPACT OF SEA LIOHS
The fcur cost elements discussed in -his sactior are net
alternatives to be evaluated to find The most cost-ef f ectiv^
method of achieving activity objectives. They do, however,
provide valuable incite as to the economic impact of
California sea lions on the State and the shark gill-net
fishery in Southern California. Because alternatives cannot
fca compared, each cost element is examined separately to see
how different assumptions could affect the cos* estimates.
Cost estimates to enforce the closures are computed
based on a number of assumptions. The first is that the
aircraft is the primary mode of surveillance and operates an
average of twice a week. If the flights were increased tc
three times a week the lower end cf the range would increase
by fifty percent driving the mean and high end of the range
upward ty an equal aircunt. Since this is not the present
policy, an increase such as this is difficult to justify.
However, should such an change occur, it is recognized that
the costs would rise accordingly.
Vessel operation costs appear sensitive in two areas,
the average distance traveled and the number of responses to
aircraft calls. If the average distance traveled by each cf
the vessels in a closure area were increased by fifty
percent, the total vessel cost would rise 332,240, oiver.
that ether parameters remain the same. This amount is
roughly half of the mean total vessel cost showing that the
distance traveled is a sensitive assumption. Similarly, the
number of tines a vessel is called out to investigate an
aircraft sighting is also sensitive, as shewn by the lew/
high range in each closure area ($0 - $126,602).
Given these two sensitive estimates, a 'worst case'
scenario could be devised consisting of the increased travel
distance and a resporse frequency equal tc one call every
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time the aircraft surveys. Such a scenario would driv? -he
cost to approximately $158,842, almost two and a half tim^s
the present estimate. Tne ether elements in these calcula-
tions, vessel sp-=ed and cost per hour, are felt to be
reasonably accurate estimates and are treated as cons-ants,
recognizing that the hourly cost is biased upward due tc
miscellaneous expenses included in it.
The second cost element, economic loss to the fishermen
resulting from area closures, is primarily sensitive to the
two basic assumptions concerning how the closures affect
catch effort. These assumptions aione establish a less
ranging from .50 to .15 138,500, depending upon which assumption
is believed.
Another assumption that could affect the upper end of
the range is the procedure used tc compute the 1981 catch
within the closure areas. Recall that the catch within ^ he
recording blocks was assumed to be uniform throughout the
block and that the estimated number caught was dependent
upon the percentage cf the block covered by the clcsur?
area. If the catch distribution is assumed to be nonuniform
and concentrated within the closure area, the upper end of
the range would increase $3 3,223, making the new limit
$171,774. Ail other element! used in the computations *re
believed to be reasonable estimates and not sensitive tc the
. o c a. j.
The third element, economic loss of fish and gear, is
computed tasad en the findings of a previous study (Killer
et al., 1982). Even if the percentages and estimates were
off enough tc double the estimated loss the total amcun^
does net appear to be significant. Tharefcre, none cf the




The final cost element, value of an acoustical playback
unit, has no cost estimates so there are no assumptions.
Thus, sensitivity analysis is no-, useful at this time.
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v - COST-EFFECTIVENESS MALI^IS
The information provided in the previous chapters can
now be analyzed to estimate probable costs of the different
alternatives. Each cf the activities, and alternatives
where applicable, are evaluated according to how they
fulfill their objectives.
A. CATEGORY I
The costs associated with the three levels of effective
ness are primarily attributed to hew many pup counts are
conducted on an island, how many islands are involved in th
count, and whether or not a pup mortality study is
conducted. Assuming a mortality study is not conducted, th
range cf ccsts for the three levels cf effectiveness m the
first veer is reduced: $7,719 - $15,324 ($15,180 S144 fo
transportation) . If it is also assumed that the State want
icre than a ndnimai effort in its base year study, the
minimal effectiveness level can also be eliminated. This
narrows the cost even mere making the difference $2,468
(212,856 - 315,324). Given this difference, it is believed
that four replicate counts on all the islands is the best
alternative, for the first year of study. It provides -.he
State with twice as iruch data as the present level while
increasing cost less than 20 percent. The pup mortality
study, although important, is a separate research project
that should be evaluated en its own merits.
The above analysis is based on comparing first year
costs at three levels of effectiveness. Included in these
figures are capital expenses, such as vehicles, binoculars,
etc., that ccuid be discounted over their useful life so
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compared. These costs, plus the expenses that occur ar.nu-
ally for each count, allow a comparison where the first year
capital expenses are averaged over time. Assuming a 10
percent disccunt rats, continuous cash flow, and a useful
life cf five years, a present value factor of 3.977 can be
used to convert capital expenses at the beginning of a five
year pericd to equivalent annual expenditures in each of the
five years by dividing 3.977 (013, 1972) into the one time
capital expense. Table X shows the average annual
discounted ccsts for the three levels of effectiveness.
TABLE X







Present $4, 266 $7,590
Enhanced


















The average annual cost computed (annual cost +
discounted capital ccst) shows an increase of $2583 (about
30 percent) each year to collect twice as much data under
the enhanced level as under the present level of effective-
ness, if mortality studies are not included. This
difference is believed to be worthwhile, at least for the
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first year or -w:, to establish a strong data base. Thus,
both discounting and direct cost comparisons indicate that
the enhanced level is the mosT cost-effective approach, at
least initially.
E. CATEGORY II
Sensitivity analysis reveals that the most important
factor in this category is the number of observations needed
to collect statistically reliable lata. Sample size compu-
tations show that at least 90 observations ar = needed with
more fcsir.g preferred. Assuming that 90 observations provide
only minimally acceptable data and obtaining -hat number is
doubtful using observers on vessels volunteering to carry
them, the voluntary observer program is eliminated. It is
also believed that the dock surveys have a greatsr potential
for being biased and provide less accurate data than direct
observation. Therefore, dock surveys are also eliminated.
Of the twc mandatory programs, it is difficult to determine
which one is ao:? cost-effective because they cost about the
same under certain assumptions and both attain a high number
of samples. Observations over 360, however, appear to be o~
cnly marginal value. Thus, the maximium number of observa-
tions needed is ret ct 3 60 which could be collected using
either mandator;, method and cost the State around $23,000 -
331,000, depending on the number of observers employed.
Both methods are considered viable for collecting a reliable
sample of observations.
The final decision comes down to choosing between seme
form cf mandatory observer program and placing observers on
State vessels. Since fewer observers are needed using State
vessels the cost is less, assuming the vessel operating
expenses are a sunk cost to the State. If these costs are
not sunk then this method would cost about three to four
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times as much because the cost to operate enforcement
vessels is mere than the cost tc hire observers. Thus,
under this assumption, placing observers on State vessels
would be less co st-e £ f ectiv = than placing them on commercial
vessels.
C. CATEGOBY III
Unlike -he previous categories the activities discussed
here do not have alternative methods of achieving a desired
objective sc that a ccst-ef fectiveness analysis of alterna-
tives is not possible. In this section each of the cost
elements are analyzed with respect tc their accuracy as an
average cost estimate of the activity. The overall effect
is the economical impact on the State and the shark gill-net
fishery resulting from sea lion inter aot ions.
The costs estimated for the State to enforce th=> closure
area are based on the CDF & G's present policy of monitoring
closure areas. That policy of using an aircraft for
surveillance and calling a vessel to investigate possible
violations is believed tc bs the most efficient means of
enforcement giver limited funds to operate all enforcement
vehicles. Because of these limited funds, and an under-
standing of how operations must be juggled to stay within
that limit, no alternative procedures are evaluated. The
cost limits shown here are believed to be reasonabl a a «— "i —
mates of what it might cost the State to monitor the closed
areas. A mere precise estimate should be male in October
1983 after all areas are reopened and actual costs can be
assessed
.
Economic loss to the fishermen as a result of area
closures ranged frcm $0 to 5133,551, depending on one's
assumptions about how the closures affect fishing. An argu-
ment can be made that the lower limit should be 38,505
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because this is the value of catch lost due to closing the
region south of Point Arguello (1 February - 30 April).
Discounting what the lower limit might actually be, it is
estimated that the shark gill-net fishery will incur a loss
in 1983 as a result of closing fishing areas, assuming the
environmental conditions and fishing effort are the same as
they were in 198 1. Since neither of tnase parameters are
static it is difficult to precisely predic* what the less
will actually be.
Fish and gear loss due to sea lion depredation does net
appear to be a major problem to the fishery and costs the
State nothing. The costs are estimated to show what it
might cost the State to reimburse the fishermen for the Lr
losses as an alternative to closing fishing areas. It Is
not suggested that this is a viable alternative for solving
the problem, given legal ramifications, political pressures,
and a host of other troublesome areas, but is offered only
to provide a perspective when considering the cost of ether
alternatives.
The las-, activity, acoustical playback unit, shows
promise for the future but offers no immediate solutions.
If the device proves successful at keeping sea lions away
from fishing areas it could greatly reduce mortality and
economic losses to the fishermen. The cost of purchase and
implementation would have to be less than the present less
incurred or there would be little incentive fcr the fish-
ermen to utilize the unit. The State might consider
supplementing the cost of the unit or providing seme other
incentive, such as opening fishing areas to fisherman using




VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RJCOaHENDATIONS
Interactions between -he California sea lion and the
shark gill-net fishery cause economic loss to the fishermen
and mortality to sea lions. Because of these problems
California is considering a request to regain management
authority of the California sea lion so that it may inter-
face marine mammals and fisheries management wifhir the
State* s jurisdiction. One aspect of this process is
assessing the cost and effectiveness of management activi-
ties specific to the sea lion/gill-net fishery interaction
problem. This thesis studies five activities whose under-
standing and evaluation are felt to be an important per* of
developing an overall management strategy. Based en this
evaluation, conclusicns and recommendations for each of the
categories identifying the five activities are discussed.
Assessing the population level of California sea liens
to determine if they are above or below OSP can be dene most
efficiently using the dynamic response method previously
discussed. The basis for this method is collecting pup
count data en the islands known to be rookeries plus aerial
surveys of the surrounding islands. The analysis conducted
in category one indicates that four replicate pup counts flu
days) en all four islands plus aerial surveys are the most
cost-effective means of collecting reliable information. It
is estimated that this method will cost the State approxi-
mately $16,130 in the first year or $9,750 a year over the
first five years using discounted capital expenses. A pup
mortality study is also recommended although forty-two days
of continuous data may not be necessary.
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Assessing the incidental take of sea lions in the
gill-net fishery can te performed using data collected ty
five different -techniques identified in Chapter Three.
Assuming a desired sample size of more than ninety observa-
tions the most ccst-ef fecti ve means of collecting data is a
nandatcry observer program en a sample of beats. This
method is recommended because it is impossible tc place
observers en all boats due to cramped living conditions and
the cost to operate State vessels is higher than the cost to
hire observers. The cost to conduct such a program is a
direct function of the desired sample size (90 - 360 obser-
vations). A rough estimate of what it could cost the State
to send observers on commercial vessels can be obtained from
Figure 4. 1.
The final category deals with the last three ac + ivi-ies
identified. Costs associated with limiting the use of
gill-nets by area and time of year were estimated from two
perspectives using the closure areas mandated by -he Beverly
Bill. The first perspective estimated what it would cost
the State tc enforce the area closures using an aircraft and
four enforcement vessels. Average costs here are estimated
at about $29,000 for aircraft operations and 36U,500 for
vessel operations (range 30 - 3126,60 0) depending on how
many times the vessels respond to calls from the aircraft.
It is recognized that these estimates may be slightly high
due tc the inflated hourly rates used in computing costs but
they are believed to be reasonably close to actual expenses.
The second perspective is an estimate of what it could cost
the gill-net fishery, in terms of fish lost, due tc closing
the fishir.g areas. Estimates of the losses range from $0 tc
about $158,500 depending on assumptions concerning catch
distribution, fishing effort, and environmental conditions.
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Fish and gear lost to th9 fishery due to sea lion depre-
dation, dees no-: appear to be a significant cost, estimated
at about $1600 for the industry. This figure should be kspt
in mind, however, when the cost to purchase and operate an
acoustical playback unit is finally determined. If fish-
ermen az« going to use the device to reduce mortality the
cost should be comparable to losses incurred due *o depreda-
tion cr an alternate means of incentive must be provided.
If the device were perfected and found to perform as
designed, and there was an advantage to the fishermen tc use
it, sea lien mortality and costs to all parties involved
could te reduced in the future.
This study was conducted to provide decision makers in
the California Department of Fish and Game and the National
Marine Fisheries Service with cost-effective criteria on
which tc judge the value of different management activities
related tc inter act ions between the shark gill-n a+ -Pfishery
and the California sea lion. Hopefully, this information
will give managers additional insight into the many aspects
of various activities and allow them to develop an optimal
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